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RELEASE INFORMATION 
 
Date: 20th of November 2014 
 
Contact:  
Kaleigh Tirone Nunes  
+351 914 203 004 
kaleigh@sinnentertainment.com 
 
Artist: Adrian, Jamie Trench, Eluize, Jason Pepperell 
Title: Push Up 
Format: Digital 
Release Date: 8th of December 2014 
File Under: Deep House 
 
London, UK, 2014 – Via London, Lisbon and Barcelona; sinnmusik* present the follow up 
to the second installment of their ‘Back ‘N Front’ series and releases from Jason 
Pepperell and Audio Units with another release from label affiliate and close friend 
Adrian. 
First appearing on the inaugural Back ‘N Front release alongside Vague Recollection, the 
Barcelona based producer draws influence from a nomadic childhood spent between 
Holland, England and Spain and DJing experience alongside the likes of Detroit Swindle, 
Waze & Odyssey, Maxxi Soundsystem, and Ejeca. Throughout solo releases and 
collaborations with other members of the sinnmusik* roster Adrian has honed a Chicago-
tinged sound that’s both tough and astutely simple. 
 
Listen: http://soundcloud.com/sinnmusik-1/sets/sm022 
 
After his release on Waze & Odyssey’s ‘Street Tracks’ label, Adrian presents his ‘Push 
Up’ EP; the title track of which is a typically thumping blend of dense kicks, classic 90’s 
vocal chops and extended breakdowns that come backed up with remixes from Jamie 
Trench, Jason Pepperell and Eluize. 
 
First up on remix duties is Roots For Bloom owner Jamie Trench - a revered talent scout 
and DJ who - ahead of his own solo release on sinnmusik* due for release in early 2015 - 
offers up a deliciously swung interpretation of ‘Push Up’ that’s miry bass tones pick up 
swelling vocal notes and hat shuffles as it thins and thickens throughout.   
 
Next up is Jason Pepperell, one half of sinnmusik* mainstays Vague Recollection who’s 
back catalogue touches on Kitsune and Zulu Records. Jason layers tumbling piano tones 
with sunken vocals and subtle drones in a sullen, creeping rework before Berlin based 
Eluize follows up her debut release on Exotic Refreshment with a rhythmically intricate 
take on the original rich with plaintive pianos and muted vocals. 
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First Reactions: 
 
Tom Findlay (Groove Armada) 
“really love this, big slightly hard to quantify kind of a tune - but yes this is seriously classy, 
orig mix” 
 
Maya Jane Coles 
“love the Original mix :)” 
 
Danny Daze 
“damn this is fresh !” 
 
Reboot (Cocoon / Cadenza) 
“push up is great !” 
 
Lane 8 
“orig has a really interesting vibe will listen a few more times and prob test it thanks” 
 
Nemone (BBC 6) 
“This is a cracking original and the remixes are ACE! Loving the Jamie Trench but they all 
grabbed me. Will try and play next couple of weeks on Ladyland, Cheers X” 
 
Edu Imbernon  
“Nice Tracks - will try Thanks!” 
 
Justin Harris 
“Very strong release! Love the original but also strangely feeling the Jamie Trench remix 
despite the alien time signature.. cheers....” 
 
M A N I K (Ovum / Hot Creations / Culprit) 
“Push Up is sick. Will def play this one.” 
 
Roska (Rinse FM) 
“Feeling this tune, Will defo spin this!” 
 
Giom (Toolroom / Loulou Records) 
“Love the Jamie trench mix” 
 
B Traits (BBC Radio 1) 
“wicked” 
 
Moodymanc (2020 Vision / Tsuba) 
“will try jason's mix thanks” 
 
SLOK (Electronic Petz / My Favorite Robot / Get Physical) 
“Original mix is a train, thanks!” 
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Sister Bliss (Ministry Of Sound) 
“nice track - like the old school Ibiza vibe of Eluize mix too....” 
 
SIOPIS (Get Physical) 
“Will Try Thanks...!x” 
 
Anthony Pappa (Renaissance) 
“Cool EP. Best track here is the "Original Mix" of "Push Up". Thanks.” 
 
Jonas Rathsman 
“Nice release! That Jamie Trench Remix is something else. Thanks!” 
 
Franco Bianco (Hypercolour, Multivitamins, Dilek) 
“Huge one! :) Thanks for the music! I will use it for my Radio Show at Delta FM 90.3 in 
Buenos Aires and also for my upcoming gigs! :))” 
 
Wesley S (Mark knights Toolroom Radio) 
“COOL BEATS!” 
 
Pathaan (BBC) 
“Deep !” 
 


